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HOW RETIREES BENEFIT FROM 
MANY EGGS IN MULTIPLE 
BASKETS

THE RETIREMENT CONUNDRUM

• We start saving too late; 

• We save too little; 

• We spend what we can access when leaving 

employment; 

• We retire with debt; 

• We don’t review our retirement savings 

periodically; and

• We don’t get advice from a professional 

financial planner.  

The reasons so many people face their 

retirement with anxiety and dread: 

• Half of South African retirees can’t make ends 

meet. 

• Half of retirees have adult dependants to 

support. 

• More than half don’t have funds saved for a 

rainy day. 

• One in three can’t cover medical expenses. 

• One in three retirees have debt to cover after 

they retire.  

ADDED TO THIS CONUNDRUM, ARE THE RISKS 

AT RETIREMENT. THEY INCLUDE: 

• Sequence risk – withdrawing from your 

retirement account at a time when the 

markets are not doing well and that could 

damage your overall return; 

• Longevity risk – the risk of living too long 
(and consequently outliving your retirement 
capital); 

• Investment risk – the risk of negative 
performance in the markets; and 

• Inflation risk – the risk that your income 
doesn’t keep up with inflation.

MULTIPLE EGGS, MANY BASKETS
 
With this backdrop, there are many important and 
complex financial decisions to make when you 
retire. There are many options available to provide 
for your retirement, and there really is no one-
size-fits-all solution. Combining solutions could 
provide the best answer to ensure sustainable 
retirement income. However, choosing solutions 
and combining them for best effect, is tricky and 
has to take into account many factors that are 
unique to the person for whom the plan is being 
designed. 

A financial adviser can outline the solutions that 
can be combined and their features in order to 
tailor a plan for your unique needs and lifestyle.
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CALL TO ACTION
It is never too late to plan or change your savings 

journey. You may think you’ve left it too late, but 

putting a plan into motion at any time, can only 

improve your financial situation down the line.
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1. It really isn’t too late to plan. You may think 

you’ve left it too late, but putting a plan into 

motion at any time, can only improve your 

financial situation down the line.  

2. Don’t take the journey alone – appoint an 

appropriately authorised financial adviser if 

you don’t already have one. They have the 

tools and know-how to help you make better 

decisions as they are not emotionally involved 

in your finances. Even skilled professionals in 

financial services call upon the expertise of an 

adviser to help navigate the tricky journey of 

financial planning.  

3. Don’t put all your eggs in one basket. 

Even though we’re currently in a scenario 

of low inflation and low interest rates, this 

might not be the case over the long term. A 

combination of retirement solutions gives you 

the flexibility to benefit from different market 

circumstances. 

4. Choose your solutions provider wisely. 

The brand behind the solution makes a 

big difference to your financial planning 

process and their track record cannot 

be underestimated. Your financial planner 

will help you choose a provider that has a 

platform that enables easy administration, like 

changes and switches.   

5. Drown out the noise. It’s easy to succumb 

to media hype or even the seemingly 

knowledgeable opinions of your family 

members or friends. However, it is best to 

leave expert advice to authorised experts. 

They are trained to take your unique lifestyle 

and needs into account – and their advice 

is based on solid research and investment 

industry insight.  

Extract from an article in FA News | 19 April 2021

 

HERE ARE SOME TIPS FOR PEOPLE FACING RETIREMENT, TO HELP 
EASE SOME OF THE ANXIETY YOU MAY BE FEELING: 
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